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we have studied, and it seems to greatly reduce initial problems. Equitable 

sharing of the computer time (as described in our account of the computer in 

the school) is another important ingredient in assuring success. Of course the 

computer will have to be placed in some corner of the classroom, and the volume 

of its speaker (if one exists) reduced to a minimtnn. 

Initial excitement and questions of scheduling could thus be minimized. 

More important questions involve, though, the use of games and their potential 

benefits. Are there not many useless games which children will be attracted 

to? What about the danger that the weakest children, the ones needing other 

class activities most, will also be the ones most eager to spend time "playing" 

rather than "studying?" Before we move to a discussion of how games may be used 

as part of the more general curricultnn we would like to describe a study 

involving one game. The "study" draws both on observations made of the use of 

that game in a classroom and at home, and on our analysis of how the game may 

be further used in other classroom activities. 

ROADRACE .=~case study of 2. "useless" game 

ROADRACE is a race game available for the Apple II computers we have been 

using throughout our studies. It is commercially available, similar to other 

game programs for the Apple and other personal computers. The game is quite 

simple: The player becomes the driver of a car driven on a race course. 

Control of the car is achieved by means of two game paddles: one of them serves 

as the steering wheel (controlling left and right movement), and the other 

serving as the accelerator, controlling the speed of the car. At the outset 

of the game the car is positioned at the bottom of the computer screen, 

stationary until the driver turns the accelerator to start "moving." Actually 

the car remains stationary, with the winding racetrack changing, but the 
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The course has some straight sections, 

but also many sharp turns. The game lasts for fixed amount of time (about two .. 

minutes), and a player's score is determined by the distance covered and the 

degree to which s/he managed to stay on the course. In addition to the car and 

the course the player can see at the bottom of the screen the points s/he has 

accumulated up to that time, the "speed" of the car, and time elapsed since the 

beginning of the current race. Before starting a new race players can choose 

to play it on a standard or a new course, and select the level of difficulty of 

the course (i.e., the number of sharp turns). Overall the game is not unlike 

many race games available in game arcades. 

ROADRACE was very popular both among the fourth-graders we obser,red at 

school and among the younger children we have observed at home. Many adults 

play it for quite a while. Malone (1980) gives some insight as to why this 

game is so popular. Malone analyzed the attraction of computer games, and 

identified three aspects which make a game attractive: challenge, curiosity, 

and fantasy. ROADRACE is certainly high on challenge. It is very difficult to 

drive the car a.t maximum speed on the most difficult course without ever 

driving off the road. In other words, there is a very challenging maximum 

performance; at the same time this leaves ample room for improvement before 

reaching the top, providing the player with constant feedback as tc his/her 

current score and improvements in it. The game would probably rank low on 

curiosity value, since it does not include many "surprises." Yet even there 

the game is not completely predictable, since even for the standard courses, it 

is difficult to remember the sequence of turns. The fantasy element is there, 

of course. The player is a race car driver, going at a maximum speed of 164 

mph (the game wouldn't be as much fun if the everything stayed the same except 

that the maximum speed was 55 mph, would it?). 

Children love ROADRACE. Isn't it just another proof that computer 
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activities will only be a distractive and destructive force for the normal 

process of education? We do not agree, and use ROADRACE to illustrate our 

point exactly because it looks like such a valueless activity. We feel that 

the game has intrinsic educational value. First, it is an excellent means for 

teaching hand-eye coordination. The child has to learn to control two paddles, 

each having a different function, in relation to the external constraints 

imposed by the course. In addition, the player is learning to integrate two 

separate streams of information (speed and position). As another benefit, the 

game provides continuous, effortless, and highly motivated practice in naming 

numbers which are in the thousands, by reading their scores. Most children 

know these numbers by the time they are in fourth grade, but some don't. And 

the range of numbers could be easily changed to fit various ability levels. It 

could be divided by ten (while still keeping only integers) to provide practice 

with hundreds, or it could be multiplied by ten to provide practice with larger 

numbers. Decimal fractions can be easily introduced into the score with the 

cover story, say, that the score is the number of miles they have traveled. The 

score could display, of course, both the miles and the kilometers travelled if 

one is interested in giving children a good intuitive feel for the conversion 

between these two units of length (speed could also be simultaneously displayed 

in mph and kph). It is even possible to start the game with a large number of 

negative points, with the object of the game being to end up having as few of 

them as possible. Here children will have the opportunity to observe how 

negative numbers become "smaller" (in absolute value) as they become larger (in 

algebraic value). 

Another possible benefit of ROADRACE is that it may help increase the 

span of attention of its players. Teachers often complain that some of their 

students cannot concentrate on any undertaking for more than a few minutes at a 

time: "If I could only get him to sit down and do anything for ten minutes in 
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a row." Well, one can get almost any child to play ROADRACE for fifteen or 

twenty minutes in a row. As a matter of fact, the problem may be to take the 

child away from the game. 

So far we have described ROADRACE as if it were done in isolation by 

one child. But children communicate with each other, and compare their 

scores. Here another positive aspect of challenging computer activities 

manifests itself. Given the variety of available activities, almost each child 

stands a good chance of becoming one of the best in the class in one or more of 

those activities. Johnny is one such case. Johnny was one of the children in 

our classroom who never excelled in any scholastic activities. As a matter of 

fact he was in the lowest reading and math groups. He was well liked since he 

was always ready to help other children, but never highly thought of as a 

scholar. One time, when two other children from the class (both top students) 

were playing ROADRACE Johnny stood there and watched them. They were 

discussing their scores, which were somewhere above six thousand, when Johnny 

commented that his scores were over eight thousand. They turned to him in 

disbelief. "Well I have a method for doing it." This made them even more 

increduluous. Johnny then explained that he didn't look at the car (which is 

what most people do when playing the game). Instead he watched the top of the 

screen (which is where the course was "coming" from), and shifted the paddle 

accordingly. By concentrating on the top of the screen Johnny was able to get 

another split second to respond, two thousands extra points, and the esteem of 

his classmates. We believe that it is very important for children to have the 

sense that they are the best, or at least very good at some school related 

activity. It is probably a terrible feeling to go to school day after day 

knowing that you are going to be one of the worst in every activity engaged in. 

Computer activities, by the sheer fact of their diversity, increase the chances 

that each child will find one fitting his/her abilities. Practice on some 
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infrequently used game may further increase the chances that any child will be 

the class expert on one or other activity. We feel that such a sense of 

power and expertise may be a turning point for many children in their view of 

themselves in relation to school and other children. Similar observations 

concerning the positive effects of mastery of computer activities on low 

achieving children are reported by Papert, Watt, diSessa, & Weir (1979). 

It is important for children to learn to cooperate with other children. 

We have already discussed the often expressed concern that the introduction of 

computers may have an adverse effect on peer interaction; we also noted that, 

if anything, such interactions seem to increase in number and quality (they 

often involve constructive criticisms, explanations, or useful hints) as a 

result of having a computer in the classroom. ROADRACE provides a concrete 

example of how such interactions come about. The children played many rounds 

of this game in teams with one controlling the "steering wheel", the other the 

"accelerator". This not only gets twice as many children involved with a 

given limited number of computers, but also provides an intensive workshop in 

social interaction. If you do not cooperate while you are in charge of the 

acceleration (and it's really easy to be nasty under such conditions) your 

teammate will do the same to you two minutes later, when you switch paddles and 

roles. There were many initial cases of lack of communication or help between 

pairs of children playing ROADRACE together, but the advantages of cooperation 

were learned very quickly. 

So far we have only discussed the potential benefits of playing 

ROADRACE. It is clear, though, that the limited availability of computing 

resources will necessarily restrict the amount of direct interaction between 

children and personal computers. Still, the motivation and interest generated 

by computer activities can be easily used as the focus point of many other 

scholastic and enjoyable activities. Let us continue for a while with the 
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We have noted before that performance on the game tends to 

improve with practice. We suggested to the children in the classroom that they 

keep track of their performance by writing down on a score sheet the trial 

number and their score on that trial. Now, it does not take much to interest 

the child in graphically representing their scores. A piece of graph paper, 

with the columns serving for trials and the rows for the score will do 

splendidly. In this way, the children learn about X and Y coordinate systems. 

There may not be enough rows to represent each individual score (remember, the 

scores are in the thousands), so they learn about scaling. 

Avid players of ROADRACE will also soon run out of columns for trials. 

They can add another sheet of paper. But when the paper is a few feet long it 

becomes hard to use. They can take two adjacent trials and combine their 

scores. One nice rule might be to add the scores of those trials and divide 

them by two. This is a way for children to start learning about averages. In 

due time they will run out of space even with the use of pairs of trials. By 

then one of the children may suggest groupings of three or four. If the scores 

in the game are small numbers, then when calculating the mean of a number of 

trials the question of fractions emerges in a natural way. What's the mean 

valueoF 7 and 10? Thirds and quarters can follow suit, providing a basis for 

a more general discussion of fractions. 

As trials and scores accumulate one can start discussing the shape of the 

emerging curve. Is it a straight line? Is it smooth? Why is it jagged at 

some places? What happens after we have combined a few trials together? What 

if we take the score of all children in the classroom and plot mean performance 

as a function of trials? Is the mean value a good measure? Maybe we should 

also indicate the degree of dispersion around it? Issues in statistics, 

measurement and measurement errors, and learning (the acquisition of skills) 

all can emerge very naturally as topics for class discussion. Were teams doing 
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What about standard race courses versus novel 

courses? Has anybody already modified the program? How did that affect 

performance? What other factors could affect performance? Do children who 

play early in the morning do better than ones playing towards the end of the 

school day? Properly guided ROADRACE players can soon get into a host of 

questions involving testing of hypotheses, experimental design, random 

assignment, the control of variables, and elementary statistics. Children can 

volunteer ideas, class discussion can follow, and soon there can be a number 

of projects all centered around the game in question. Of course, some 

questions will require the introduction of new computer activities since by the 

time the hypotheses have been formulated the subject population had been 

contaminated in regard to the original activity~ 

ROADRACE is but one example, and a fairly typical one, of a computer 

activity and its potential benefits. Similar observations and analyses could 

be applied to many other, equally "useless" activities to come up with other 

ideas about how these activities can enhance education in its broadest sense. 

Summary. In this section we have discussed in some detail a sequence 

of activities expected to improve a learner's knowledge of a particular 

knowledge domain, and how initial preoccupation with a motivating computer 

activity can be used as a springboard to a host of other educational 

interaction. We believe that the approaches outlined here can be fruitfully 

applied to many fields of knowledge. The sequence of playing within, then 

modifying, and finally creating a mini-world involving some phenomena is both 

highly motivating and a good way of gaining in-depth knowledge of subject 

matter. 
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Breadth of Educational Computer Activities 

In this section we describe different kinds of activities which are 

available or can be easily implemented on present-day microcomputers. Many 

educators are unaware of the wide range of activities possible on the 

computer, and of the educational goals which may be achieved by using them. 

Variety in computer activities is necessary not only to achieve different 

goals, but also to accommodate individual preferences for such activities. In 

a recent survey of the popularity of computer games Malone (1980) found that 

even the most popular one was regarded as such by only 17% of the children. 

Furthermore, even when they have clear preferences for certain activities, 

people using computers like to engage in a variety of them. For an educational 

computer system to succeed it should offer learners a wide variety of 

activities. The purpose of this section is to illustrate some of the variety 

of educational computer activities. 

Simulated worlds. 

An important educational use for computers is to allow students to explore 

a domain of knowledge through interaction with a computer simulation of that 

domain. For example, there are air flight simulation programs for personal 

computers that present on the computer screen both the view out the airplane 

cockpit window and the instruments on the control panel. Within this simulated 

"world" a person can take off, fly around, land, even crash. Similarly, there 

are simulated worlds for learning about ecology, physics, psychology, 

chemistry. Student can safely conduct dangerous physics experiments; students 

can move around through complex organic molecules, viewing them from different 

angles; students can examine the policy implications of different government 

actions by experiencing their effects on simulated populations. 
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The exploration of simulated worlds can be valuable for learning, but 

often learners need additional organizing structure to maintain and focus 

motivation. A game format can provide this structure, and many computer 

simulations serve as the basis for computer games. 

Many parents and teachers decry the current popularity of computer 

games on the grounds that children are spending so much time refining skills 

and acquiring detailed knowledge that can only be used in-·some fantasy world. 

However, it may be possible to capitalize on the immense popularity and power 

of these game situations for educational purposes, by building the games around 

accurate simulations of knowledge domains that the children will find useful 

outside the scope of the particular games. 

Educational adventure games 

Children who play existing adventure games learn in great detail the 

geography of the fantasy world (what cave rooms are connected to which, etc.), 

the various dangers and ways to combat them, the location and value of 

treasures and other objects found in the fantasy world. These game worlds are 

very flexible, though. In Dungeons and Dragons, for example, one of the 

players serves as the "Dungeonmaster", and is assigned with the task of 

creating and maintaining the particular world within which a game is played. 

Educational adventure games can be built and played within simulated worlds 

that reflect knowledge we want the players to acquire. 

Geographical adventures. One of the advantages of historical 

novels or adventure narratives is the knowledge that the reader acquires as a 

side effect of reading the book for entertainment. We learn about India or 

Afganistan by reading Kipling. Similarly, the computer adventure games could 

be set in some part of the world, so that the geographical knowledge acquired 
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Children learn about caves, 

dragons, and arbitrary treasures in the current adventure games. A "Spy" 

adventure game could be set in Europe, with children learning about countries 

and cities, historical figures, and political events instead. Some children 

could act as GameMasters, by setting up the dangers and resources in the game 

world, and would have to do their "research" on the geography and history of 

Europe to create a realistic game. 

Another possible set of games would involve an Election adventure, 

in which the players take the roles of candidates and their campaign staffs, 

and try to win an election. The game can be customized to the country, state, 

or district of the children, directing their attention to the geography and 

important political issues of their own area. Each player would have to select 

positions on issues and plan the campaign such that the candidate gets to speak 

before the appropriate groups to gain their votes. Given limited time before 

the election, the campaign staffs would have to pay close attention to the 

geography of the area, so that they can plan a campaign tour that minimizes 

travel time. In this mini-world children would acquire both geographical and 

social science knowledge, as well as important planning and problem solving 

skills. 

So far, we have given some examples of how computer games can be used to 

teach geographical, historical, and social science knowledge and skills, as a 

by-product of their use for entertainment. What about more abstract knowledge 

and skills, such as those required in chemistry or biology? Could we imagine 

an "adventure" game involving the periodic table of elements or the 

evolutionary tree? Well, let us try. 

Chemical Adventure. Many people are intrigued but puzzled by the 

periodic table of elements. They have seen the imposing chart hanging from the 

blackboard of a chemistry classroom, but it remains a strange, unknown world. 
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Recall that the table is arranged in such a way that similarities in properties 

are reflected by the proximity of the elements in it. The dimensions 

underlying the organization of the table are so well specified that once the 

table was proposed it was possible to describe the properties of "missing" 

(i.e., then unknown) elements. 

Suppose that in a game world, we personify elements as people having 

characteristics analogous to their namesake elements. So we would have the 

muscle men Chromium, Manganese, and Iron, the attractive Chlorine, Fluorine, 

and Iodine, the casanovas Lithium, Sodium, and Potassium, the super rich 

Platinum, Gold, Silver, and Copper. A goal in this game might be to rescue 

Silver, who is being held hostage by the seductive Chlorine (the compound 

silver chloride, used on photographic paper). To carry out this mission, the 

player has to obtain a magic lantern that will distract the beautiful but 

dangerous Chlorine (bleached blond hair, long flowing green gown). Then the 

player could use a magic powder (free electrons) to sprinkle over Silver to 

reduce his attraction to Chlorine, so that he can be set free. (It could make a 

great film.) 

Along the way the player would have to avoid the dangerous Arsenic and 

Plutonium, distracting Arsenic with Gallium, or using Lead as a shield from 

Plutonium's rays. The players could try to gather together a number of 

members of the Carbon family and the Hydrogen family (a light headed bunch) to 

form The Sugar Company, held together by bonds of friendship. This group might 

function for a while, only to break up when things got hot. The players ask for 

advice or a sign of approval from the aloof nobles Neon, Argon, or Xenon. 

They could use the "family resemblances" embedded in the periodic table to 

predict the behavior of a newly met elemental character, or to guide them in 

their search for a character needed to solve a problem posed within their 

chemical adventure. 
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This sketch of a chemical adventure points to the ways that a computer 

game program could draw upon the same aspects that make current adventures 

entertaining, yet teach an abstract knowledge domain. This game is a 

"quest" adventure - a coordinated electorial campaign or war game or detective 

story could just as well be designed within this world as alternate ways to 

teach the properties of chemical elements and the periodic law. 

Evolutionary Mystery. Detective stories are a popular form of 

entertainment. Suppose we embed a "who-done-it" in a world where the suspects 

are the different members of the animal world. The player is the detective, 

and gathers clues about the criminal. The information might be provided at the 

scene of the crime, or gathered through interviews with the suspect animals. 

Clues may involve the size of the animal, its color, type of skin, footprint, 

food consumed, kind of terrain where the crime took place, time of the day when 

it occurred, etc. The player will have to narrow down the list of suspects 

given all that information, or even gather these kind of data him/herself. The 

suspects may be initially chosen to represent widely different animals, but as 

the player gains experience they can be picked from among increasingly similar 

groups. The player would quickly learn common and distinguishing 

characteristics of different animals. With appropriate directions players 

could also learn the hierarchical nature of the biological classification 

system and the different categories in it. 

Multi-function Computer Activities. It is possible to design computer 

activities that are entertaining, yet at the same time teach the players skills 

and knowledge in several different domains. As an example, we created a 

computer program called HiSeas, in which players sail a ship across the 

ocean,trying to reach a destination port. At the top level, this game 

exercised spatial reasoning, as the players had to keep track of direction and 

distance to avoid getting lost. Along the way players encountered dangers 
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(shark attacks, rogue waves, typhoons) and had to exercise problem solving 

skills to overcome them. Within the shark attack episode, for example, the 

player had to apply numerical estimation skills, determining where to throw a 

harpoon to hit the shark. Finally, the whole sequence of the player's 

"adventure" was stored by the computer. Players later reran their stories, and 

some practiced their writing skills by modifying their story. 

Starting with this HiSeas game, it was easy to create different 

educational/entertainment worlds as variants on it. We simplified the language 

and the world (with the help of Peg Griffin) but retained the same task to 

develop a version for fourth graders called LoSeas. We completely changed the 

world (with the help of Warren Simmons) so that the task was to get from 80th 

St, to 112th St. in New York (avoiding street gangs, 5 alarm fires, and packs of 

wild dogs), in a version called MeanSteets. We also sketched out a variant of 

the game set in space, which introduces interesting new spatial reasoning 

problems. Obviously there are other worlds within which practice of the same 

skills could be embedded. 

There are large individual differences in preferences for games and other 

computer related activities (see Malone, 1980; Papert et al., 1979; Watt, 

1979). Our tour through the different worlds derived from the original HiSeas 

game has been designed to show how it is possible to develop a family of games 

cast in sufficiently different environments to appeal to a wide audience. 

While an inner city child may find it irrelevant to navigate a boat across the 

ocean, s/he may be intrigued when challenged to travel to updown Manhattan (and 

probably perform the task quite well). At the same time all these games 

provide practice with a common set of basic skills. 

So far we have discussed the question of how the appeal of educationally 

relevant computer-based learning activities may be increased by presenting the 

same kind of activity within different worlds. To reach even wider audiences, 
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and to provide variety to all, one might think of activities other than those 

represented by the action or adventure genres of games. Only some of the 

people enjoy war novels or science fiction books; many others enjoy other 

literary genres. We suspect that similar differences may exist in preferences 

for computer games, and efforts to design completely different games may pay 

handsome dividends. 

Beyond Games: Creative Computer Learning Environments 

Computer activities differ in how much freedom they give the user. 

The game programs described so far, while high on interactive value, define a 

rigid set of rules within which the users operate. There are other computer 

acti·-1ities which can be viewed as providing the users with some tools, then 

allowing them to use these tools in whatever way they please. LOGO and 

Smalltalk, described before, were expressly designed with the "tool" philosophy 

in mind. In this section we describe a number of programs and activities which 

also serve as tools. These programs are narrower in scope than those provided 

by the programming languages of LOGO and Smalltalk, but on the other hand they 

provide the user with much more initial support. We label these activities 

"creative" since users can apply the tools to create a variety of unique 

stories, drawings, or music. 

Writing. One of the most significant uses of computers in the near 

future will be for word processing. More and more of the people who make their 

living crafting words are replacing their typewriters with personal computers. 

The development of hardware and software to serve these people also makes it 

plausible to use personal computers to teach writing. In this section we will 

present four kinds of computer writing activities. 

(i) Story Makers. Part of the reason novice writers have difficulty 

in organizing and expressing their ideas is that they have to deal 

simultaneously with problems at many levels. When writing with paper and 
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pencil, they have to draw each individual letter, they have to select and 

correctly spell words, they have to organize grammatical phrases and sentences, 

they have to maintain intersentential connectivity, and at the same time they 

have to follow an overall plan to ensure that the text they are creating will 

properly convey their ideas. Faced with such problems novice writers often find 

it easiest to "downslide" their effort, concentrating on the lower-rather than 

the higher-level aspects of writing (Collins & Gentner, 1979). There are some 

programs which have been developed to help novices exercise the higher level 

skills involved in writing, while providing support for handling the lower 

level requirements. The StoryMaker programs (Rubin & Gentner, 1979) are an 

example, presenting the user with parts of a story, and offer a number of 

possible continuations at choice points. The story reflects the user's choices, 

and the new choices presented to the user depend on previous ones. The program 

contains a tree of possible stories, and the resulting story is a path through 

that tree. This kind of program allows even young children to generate 

interesting stories. At each branch point, the children see the alternatives 

printed on the computer screen and type in the number of the choice they want. 

Rather than getting hung up in the lower level mechanics of printing, spelling, 

punctuation, syntax, or semantics, they engage in high level decisions about 

the flow of the narrative. 

We have found that fourth grade children enjoy creating stories with these 

kinds of StoryMaker programs, and that the impact carries over even to their 

writing with pencil and paper. In our classroom study we also found that some 

of the children were eager and able to go beyond the use of the original 

branches provided. They created their own story trees, which they then entered 

into the computer. In doing that they combined a high level creative activity 

with elementary programming (the modification of an existing program). 

(ii) Writing Adventure Worlds. The story trees of StoryMaker 
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programs are an excellent way to introduce the practice of high level skills, 

yet any given story tree is soon exhausted by its users. The HiSeas program, 

mentioned earlier, was created to deal with this problem. Inspired by earlier 

"adventure" games, we created a moderately rich world in which the player is 

faced with problems to solve. The computer automatically saves in long term 

storage the text (and action) that the player experiences during the game as a 

"narrative" of that person's adventure on HiSeas. The action of the story, 

including graphics, sound effects, and animation, is part of the narrative 

since the story is saved as a program which recreates the text and action when 

run. Students can later edit the narrative if they want. Editing can be 

accomplished on a number of levels: words or phrases can be modified to improve 

the story, or whole units may be deleted or added. The higher level 

modifications are made easy since the hierarchical structure of the story is 

preserved as a structured Pascal program. In this way children participate in 

an intrinsically motivating writing activity (they rewrite the story of their 

own adventure), but can practice the different writing skills in the highly 

supportive environment provided by the computer editor. 

(iii) A Writer's Assistant. In another attempt to provide a 

supportive environment for exercising writing skills, we have been developing a 

Writer's Assistant, a computer program designed to help people who compose and 

edit their own text on a computer (Quinsaat, Levin, & Gentner, 1980). As a 

base, we have started with an existing computer text editor available on Apple 

II computers. A good text editor program is by itself very helpful for 

creating and changing text. However, we have been augmenting this editor (the 

UCSD Pascal Editor) to help users at several different points in the writing 

process: At one end, the Writer's Assistant can help with spelling. If the 

writer is uncertain about the spelling of a words/he can generate a hypothesis 

about how the word is spelled and ask the Writer's Assistant to verify it. 
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Another aid provided by the Writer's Assistant is the ability to display the 

text the writer has entered in a number of different presentation formats, 

which can help the writer evaluate the overall organization of the text. 

Finally, the Writer's Assistant can aid in generating possible combinations of 

words or ideas, to be evaluated and, if appropriate, used by the writer. 

(iv) Electronic Pen Pals. Electronic mail will soon be a major 

communication medium, especially in the commercial world. We ha-J"e been 

conducting research into ways that it can be used for education (Black, Levin, 

Mehan, & Quinn, 1980; Quinn, Mehan, Levin, & Black, 1980). At an informal 

level, students can send messages to other students, even when widely separated 

in space or time. For example, even when not sharing the same computer or 

communication net students could send information on disks to each other. 

These messages can go beyond the ordinary "I'm fine. How are you?" to include 

the exchange of graphics, music, animation, and programs. Again, just by 

having a flexible medium for the creation, modification, and transfer of varied 

forms of information we expect a large degree of interest and creative uses on 

the part of the students. 

Graphic Worlds. Another domain in which computers can support learning 

is by creating static or dynamic visual images. Below we describe four kinds 

of graphic tools. 

ill Color Sketch. The simplest graphic programs serve as a sort of 

"etch-a-sketch", allowing the user to move a "brush" by controlling its 

horizontal and vertical position. In our computer club we found some children 

who quickly mastered such a program on Apple II computers, called Color Sketch, 

to create quite striking pictures. However, as with all uses of computers, one 

should ask how using a computer in this way compares to more standard means, 

such as paints or crayons. An analysis of Color Sketch is instructive in this 

respect. While the program limits the user to a 24x40 grid, it already offers 
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a number of intriguing features which make it a favorite with children. For one 

thing, it is possible to erase or redraw any part of the screen at any time. 

It is also possible to change all occurrences of any color (including the color 

of the whole background) to any other color with a single command. Finally, 

pictures can be stored on the disk, then brought back for further work at a 

later time. The ability to store a drawing at any stage also comes in handy 

when users want to create and compare slightly different versions of the same 

drawing. Thus, while limited in many ways, even the simple Color Sketch program 

offers much flexibility in drawing. 

(iiL PaintPot. Some existing programs for drawing go far beyond the 

capabilities of Color Sketch. The PaintPot program (Kay, 1977) is one of 

them. In PaintPot the user is provided with brushes and a palate of colors 

drawn on the screen. One striking property of this particular graphics 

environment is that users can draw brushes and paints for further use. For 

example, it is possible to draw a pattern such as a checkerboard, then select 

it as the current paint and continue painting with a checkerboard paint 

(previously the privilege of cartoon characters only). This is an example of 

the ways in which computer artistic worlds start to provide capabilities that 

go beyond the standard artistic media. 

(iii) Turtle Graphics. The conventional way to define figures for 

computer graphics is to specify points and lines in terms of X and Y 

coordinates. This notion of Cartesian coordinates is difficult to master, 

especially for younger children. To make the task of drawing lines more 

c.oncrete, the LOGO project (Papert, 1971) developed an alternate "world" for 

creating graphics, called Turtle Graphics. In this metaphorical graphics 

world, the user controls the motion of a creature called "the turtle". The 

turtle has a pen, which is either up or down. When the turtle moves with its 

pen in the down position'a line is drawn. The turtle can be instructed to move 
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forward a certain distance and to turn a certain number of degrees. The control 

of the turtle is not only a way of learning programming and geometry; it is at 

the same time a way of creating fascinating artistic designs. 

The turtle geometry system renders the creation of certain kinds of 

figures much easier than other systems, and raises the issue of the 

relation between the properties of a given graphics world and the kind of 

drawings produced within it. To explore the impact of different graphics 

worlds on sketching, we created two simple sketching programs for Apple 

II computers. Both make use of the Turtle Graphics notion of an entity 

which the user orders about, and which can leave a line behind when 

moving. In Movetocar, the entity may be viewed as a "car" which is 

driven by turning two controls. One control determines the X (horizontal) 

position of the car; the other the Y (vertical) position. This graphic world 

feels very much like an "etch-a-sketch" world: drawing horizontal and vertical 

lines is trivial, but diagonals and curves are difficult to produce. The 

second graphics world, called Bouncecar, is more interesting. In this world, 

one control determines the acceleration of the "car"; the other turns the car 

left or right from its current heading. In this world curves are easy to 

generate, while horizontal and vertical lines are suddenly much harder to 

draw. The name Bouncecar comes from a feature we soon had to add to the 

original program. With that program, a user often drove the car off the edge 

of the screen and then never found it again. So we modified the program so 

that the car bounces off the edge of the screen. An unexpected side effect of 

this change was that "scallops" became very easy to draw, as the car 

bounces off the edge and then keeps turning back toward it, only to bounce 

again and again. 

One general point made by these two simple sketching programs is that 

each graphics world has its strengths and weaknesses; each allows some things 
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to be done with ease while others are difficult to achieve. It is important to 

allow learners to experiment with many different kinds of worlds, so that they 

can choose the environment best suited for a particular task, then shift worlds 

to accomplish some others. 

(iv) Dynamic Graphic Worlds. The most powerful way in which computers 

can surpass more traditional visual artistic media is in the area of dynamic 

graphic productions. Cartoons and other dynamic graphics were produced in the 

past only by the laborious sketching of thousands of still frames. Computers 

allow motion to be specified directly by the user, with the computer producing 

the implied intermediate still frames. For example, Papert and the Logo group 

at MIT (Papert et al., 1979) have recently extended the Turtle Graphics world 

to include a "dynamic turtle". Lines created by that turtle while moving in 

some frame of reference continue to move after the turtle has passed on to draw 

new moving lines. 

Music Worlds. Another domain in which computers can support learning 

is music. Traditionally, as in writing, learners have had to master 

laboriously lower level skills (playing an instrument, writing notes) before 

they could even experience, much less master, higher levels such as composing 

music. However recent advances in both the hardware and the software available 

for personal computers allow even musical novices to experiment with musical 

composition. The resulting musical piece can be played back immediately, but 

also stored for further "editing" and later replay. As in the graphic domain, 

there are many possible "music worlds" that can be provided by personal 

computers. Each of these worlds is particularly suited for certain musical 

tasks but not for others. Not only can these worlds provide support for 

musical education, but they will challenge and then help redefine the basic 

notions of musical composition, performance, and enjoyment, by turning music 

into an interactive experience for the vast majority that now are just passive 
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There are now several "music editor" systems, which allow the user to 

enter notes (which appear graphically on a music staff drawn on the computer 

screen). These systems make it easy to enter new music, hear it performed by 

the computer, change it, and store it for later enjoyment or further 

modification. This general ability to easily display, modify, and save music, 

graphics, and text allows people to become involved with the higher, more 

creative levels of composition even while they are mastering the lower, more 

mechanical levels. 

We have presented as broad a selection of types of computer activities 

for learning as we could generate, mainly to make the point that the use of 

computers for learning can go far beyond the traditional domains of 

mathematics and programming. In the next section, we will try to outline a 

set of design techniques that we have distilled for creating effective 

learning environments by using personal computers. 

Designing Educational Computer Activities 

A personal computer is a powerful tool available for building learning 

environments. Like other tools, the placement of the computer and the goals to 

be achieved are selected by the designer. Whatever the educational goals of 

the designer, our observations indicate that there exist a number of design 

techniques which increase the likelihood that a given computer activity will 

effectively achieve its goals. Broadly speaking these techniques can be 

classified as falling into two categories: some of them provide the users with 

the right amount of support, while others sustain the user;s motivation. The 

division is not clear cut, though, and some of the suggested methods apply to 

both classes. 
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Dynamic Computer Support. Computer activities should be designed 

so that users have as much support as necessary (especially at the initial 

stages), but also have the ability to go beyond that support. One way to 

achieve dynamic support is to have levels of difficulty within the activity. 

For example, one can let a car go faster, have a more winding course, or 

introduce new obstacles. Level of difficulty can be manipulated not only by 

quantitatively changing the values along existing dimensions, but also by 

introducing new dimensions. In a car race activity, for example, one can have 

more expert drivers monitor a gas gauge as well as their position on the 

course. An adult expert can play an important role in providing dynamic 

support, both by suggesting new goals within an activity and by suggesting (or 

simply making available) new activities. 

Social Support. Activities should be designed so as to enable and 

encourage peer interaction and help. Fostering interaction and help is a 

desirable goal in itself; it is a good way to prepare students to live within a 

society, to learn how to contribute to other members of it, and to know how to 

seek help when necessary. In addition, helping another student is one of the 

best ways for the helper to gain a better understanding of the activity in 

question. Finally, peer support is likely to ease the burden placed on the 

instructor. The simplest way to achieve peer support is to let it take place, 

since it is natural for most people to engage in such kind of behavior. It 

is also possible to encourage such behavior by designing activities which 

require cooperation between a number of users, suggesting projects which can be 

broken down into subparts, or encouraging group discussions of activities and 

projects. 

Progression_!£ Expertise. Educational computer activities should be 

designed so that they enable the students gain in expertise as they further 
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engage in those activities. One simple way of achieving this goal is to have 

an adjustable difficulty level (as described in the section of dynamic computer 

support). Another way is to prepare and provide for activities likely to 

develop as a result of using the original one. The modification of an existing 

program is one such new activity. Writing new programs inspired by existing 

ones is another. Related activities need not be confined to the computer, as 

demonstrated by the ROADRACE example. The important point is for the 

instructor to be aware of the need for vertical variety and be on the lookout 

for opportunities for its application. Within simulated worlds and situation 

it is possible to demand increased expertise by adding additional realistic 

features to the simplified situation presented at the beginning. Finally, as 

students become proficient with some activity the designer may consider the 

possibility of presenting the same activity under a different representation. 

Multiple and parallel representations are one of the hallmarks of experts in 

almost any field. By providing students with different approaches to the same 

problem we can increase their own expertise. 

Methods for Achieving Motivating Environments 

Active/Interactive Activities. Activities should be designed to 

ensure an active role for the user. An active role is relatively easy to 

achieve when the program calls for much interaction between the user and the 

computer. It is preferable that the user have the feeling that his/her acts 

determine what the computer does rather than that the computer determine what 

s/he should do next. This technique applies not only within a given activity 

or program, but also across them: users should be allowed to freely switch 

between a number of different activities. Malone's (1980) three motivating 

factors -- fantasy, challenge, and curiosity -- can all be viewed as different 
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ways for ensuring active participation on the user's part. 

Breadth of Activities. Individuals greatly differ in interests, 

backgrounds, and capabilities. As a result they also differ in the kind of 

educational activities which attract them and from which they benefit. To 

accommodate these differences students have available a large number of varied 

activities. This variety is also necessary so that the individual user can 

shift between activities ass/he choses (the Active Principle). One special 

aspect of Breadth of Activity has to do with the preparation of isomorphic 

activities. These are activities which call upon the same mental faculties for 

their performance, but are disguised under different cover stories. The 

HiSeas, LoSeas, and MeanStreets games are an example of such isomorphs. 

Isomorphic activities are particularly useful when the educational designer 

feels that learners will benefit from practicing certain skills, and wants to 

increase the chances that each learner will find at least one relevant activity 

interesting. An important consideration in developing program isomorphs is to 

,uake the cover story meaningful to the intended audience (e.g., make the 

activity take place in an interesting environment). Isomorphic activities are 

also useful for helping users generalize (and transfer) the skills they have 

acquired in the original environment by applying it in the different situation 

of the isomorph. 

An important kind of variety is provided by "practical" programs. 

These are programs which serve as tools for obtaining other goals. Text 

editing or "calculator" programs fall into this category. Programs used for 

creative activities (drawing, animation, music) are also included here. 

Students may be encouraged to develop their own tools, useful for their own 

purposes. 

Powerful Environments. One way to sustain the motivation of novices 

is to have their actions produce easily discernable changes in the behavior of 
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the program. Action games are a prime example of activities where this 

technique is often applied. The technique also applies for novice programmers, 

who should be directed, if possible, to write simple programs which have 

spectacular effects. A five--line program which fills the screen with 

interesting patterns is much preferable as an introductory exercise to a two-

hundred-line program which prints a single number at the end. The LOGO 

language is a good example of an environment where the programmer can get a lot 

of "bang per buck." "Tool" or creative programs also often provide novices with 

the power to produce spectacular effects without having to toil to achieve 

them. 

These design methods have focused on the relatively broad issues of the 

overall structure of computer learning activities and on the interactions 

of participants in those activities with computers and with other people in the 

learning environment. There are other levels in this design process that are 

also important. (For example, the Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium 

presents a number of presentation techniques such as screen layout for 

instructional software (MECC, 1980).) The global design methods described here 

are not meant as prescriptions to be slavishly followed, only as techniques 

found to be useful across a wide range of educational computer activities. As 

is the case in many other fields, experience and field testing will turn out to 

be the best guides for the design of fruitful educational activities. 

THE CHALLENGE TO SCHOOLS 

Let us now consider possible ways for schools to meet the challenge of 

of personal computers. The easiest approach would be to ignore the 

implications. However this "head in the sand policy" has its dangers, since the 
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important learning might shift to other settings, leaving schools an 

anachronistic institution without any real function, a sad and transient 

existence at best. This is the threat of personal computers to schools. 

The challenge has an positive side as well, providing exciting new 

opportunities for schools. One of the surprises of our three studies of 

personal computers in different environments was how well computers could 

be integrated into a school classroom. The elements of this successful 

use of computers in a classroom derive directly from the design methods 

described previously - the gradual transition from the use of pre

programmed activities to program modification to programming, the use of 

social resources, the provision of a broad variety of computer activities 

for learners to select among. If schools capitalize on the opportunities 

provided they can become new and envigorated learning centers, taking 

advantage of their ability to provide effective face-to-face support from 

peers and expert adults. Schools can also provide more cost-effective 

systems, especially when it comes down to the use of specialized and 

expensive peripherals. So schools are not necessarily made obsolete by 

the impending advances in computer technology. By adapting appropriately 

they can even gain from it, becoming environments where effective and 

rewarding educational processes take place. 

How then can you, the reader, proceed in the face of this challenge? 

Should you immediately sign up for a FORTRAN programming course? Probably not. 

Instead we suggest that you use the same educational design methods described 

previously to proceed with your own plan for learning. 

Building your own dynamic support environment. You can actively 

explore the usefulness of personal computers by trying one out. As they become 

more common, temporary access will become easier. Use social resources - find 

a friend who has access to and knowledge of personal computers, and learn from 
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this "local expert". Search out teachers who already use computers for 

education, and learn how they use them. When you get access to a personal 

computer, start your exploration with preprogrammed activities that achieve 

goals you find important. Start by using existing programs, and move gradually 

toward program modification (perhaps with the assistance of a friend who is a 

more experienced programmer), then move toward program design and programming. 

Building your own motivating environment. Select activities that 

interest you personally and professionally. If you do not find computer games 

appealing, try out other computer activities, such as graphics, animation, 

music, text editing, or record keeping. Take an active role in searching out 

these activities, visiting your local computer stores, reading relevant 

computer periodicals, talking with friends and associates. 

These suggestions are all meant as illustrations of how you can use 

for yourself the design methods described previously, as well another example 

of what each method involves. Education is currently in a state of transition. 

Rather than ignoring the threats implicit in the challenge to schools, we urge 

you to take an active role in meeting it. Ynen you will be able to help shape 

the course of future developments so that personal computers can be used to 

achieve a more effective, equitable, and humane educational process. 
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